
A HEPA (High Efficiency Particulate Air) filter that captures
99.99% of airborne particles. It's effective in removing
harmful viruses like SARS-CoV-2, as well as bacteria,
pollen, dust, and mold to offer relief for individuals managing
respiratory conditions such as asthma and allergies;
Ozone-free bipolar ionization works in two strategic ways to
capture and destroy pathogens and contaminants; the
technology also specifically reduces odors and VOCs.

Royal Credit Union (RCU) members, employees and
neighbors can breathe easier the next time they visit any
of the 22 welcoming branches located throughout
Minnesota and Wisconsin. The community banking
institution has made a long-term investment to improve
indoor air quality with the installation of 42 ISO-Aire
RSF500 units. RCU's building management team
deployed a fleet of commercial clean air purifiers to help
capture and destroy 99.99% of harmful airborne particles
including viruses, bacteria, mold, pollen, VOCs, and dust.

ISO-Aire contains powerful and proven air filtration
components like those used in healthcare settings, to help
reduce risk of exposure to harmful airborne pathogens
and pollutants. RCU's RSF500 models feature:

With a 500 CFM output, the portable RSF500 commercial
unit is built to last and purifies air inside all types of
spaces – from credit unions and churches to schools and
fitness centers. Developed and manufactured in St. Paul
with U.S.-made parts, ISO-Aire delivers proven mitigation
strategies that exceed the minimum requirements for
indoor air quality established by ASHRAE and the Centers
for Disease Control. The in-space purification models
provide clean air effectively and efficiently 24/7.

“We have a lot of respect for Royal Credit Union and their
vision to invest in the future of their members,
communities, and livelihood,” said Chuck Albers,
developer of ISO-Aire and owner of parent company
Ducts & Cleats. “Their investment in clean indoor air
raises the bar as small businesses proactively shape
more sustainable and safe indoor spaces for all."
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Our signature strategy to maximizing safe and continuous air flow
(above) involves pulling air and airborne contaminants away from
the source utilizing a high-powered fan. Recirculation models
continuously capture and destroy harmful aerosolized particles
and return purified air into the building environment. ISO-Aire is
effective in a variety of settings from banks to child-care centers to
schools to offices.

Royal Credit Union branches in 22 neighborhoods across Minnesota
and Wisconsin recently installed 42 ISO-Aire RSF500 models equipped
with commercial HEPA filtration and ozone-free bipolar ionization. 


